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I.

resources of the 1aka and in particular to de termine the hydrological and chemical balance of the
lake and hasin in order to estsblish the value of
the lake in tenns of recreation, wildlife, fishing,
domastic, agriculture, and salt recovery.

ABSTRACr

This study was designed to find the locations
in Big Quill Lake, Saskatchewan, where the transfer of surficial and aquifer groundwater occurs
in the lake bed. Using the findings of a geological survey done between 1966 and 1969, and
canbining the results of the reIlDte sensing
teclniques of ERTS, airborne radio phase detection (E-PHASE) and infrared line-scanning, it
proved possible to locate nine areas at which
inflow of groundwater is asSUIOOd to take place.
Together these nine locations ~rise an area
of four square kilomaters (1. 5 mi ) in a lake
that covers 250 square kilomaters (100 mi2 ) . In
addition it was possible to separate these nine
groundwater locaticns fran such dynamic events as
spiral currents (a tenth anOOJaly zone) and peninsula building bottan currents.

II.

The study thus far has shown that groundwater
inflow is an important carpcnent in the hydrological balance of the lake, and that the water
balance cannot be accurately predicted by the
use of meteorological and surface drainage data
alone. Although by deducticn, an est:imate can
be made about the probable relative quantity
of groundwater inflow during a particular year,
in order to meet the main objective of the study
it is necessary to obtain direct neasurements on
the behaviour of the groundwater aquifers. A
drilling survey which was conducted between 1966
and 1969 (Christiansen and Meneley 1967, 1971)
indicated in a general way that the local Big
Quill Lake aquifer must be integrated in a very
canplex regional aquifer system and also ccnnected to a buried preglacial river valley
covering 3 provinces (Christiansen, 1971) and also
that these local aquifers probably underlie only
the southern half of the lake.

INTBODUCITCN

This study was undertaken or the Federal
Governrrent of Canada under a DepartllEnt of
Supply and Service contract ~ 111-2-1077) for
the Canada Centre for Inland Waters. The ERTS
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were supplied by the Canada Centre for Renvte
Sensing. The E-PHASE or radio wave phase detection was conducted under ccntract by Barringer
Research Ltd. in ccnjuncticn with the Saskatchewan
Department of Highways.

III .

'!HE llEMARCATICN OF TIlE AREIIS

OF GRO!JNIWATER INFL.CM
The mineral canposition of the water in Big
Quill Lake :!n;>lies that there is a persistent
groundwater discharge to the lake, although i t
has been shown statistically that this discharge

The research was conducted 00. Big Quill Lake
(Figure 1) which is at the centre of an internal
drainage system of surface water and is situated
in an Aspen Parldand natural vegetation zone.
The lake is very shallow - its depth does not
exceed three meters (10 feet) and yet it is
relatively large (250 km or 100 mi 2). The
area of its internal drainage basin is ;wproximately 2700 square kilcmeters (1000 mi 2). The
water of Big Quill Lake is saline reaching a
concentration of 81,000 rug/I below the ice in
the winter. The dissolved solida are mainly
sodium and magJ:lesiUIIl sulphates.

is not continuous, nor does the amrual inflow
have to balance the annual outflow (Whiting, 1975).
It has been est:imated that the amual annunt of
groundwater transferred fran the aquifers to
the 1aka can be as high as 30 percent of 1aka
water amually lost by evaporation. In order
to detelllline the aDDUllt of water which is
amually discharged fran the aquifers, the location
of the aquifers must be knoon. Since it is
eKpeIlSive to use a grid drilling program to
find the inflow locaticns it was decided
to use geophysical methoda to pin point the
locations. The subsequent study is the basis
for this paper.

The purpose of the ongcing study, which
started in 1965, was to acctmJlate data on the
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southern shore at sane depth either an impervious
clay layer may be present or that intrusioo of
low resistivity water either to or fran the lake
occurs.

'!HE AIRBORNE E-PIIASE SURVEY

The E-PIIASE resistivity survey was conducted
by Barringer Research Ltd. of Toroo.to in crnjunctien with the Saskatchewan Daparrnent of Highways.
The Barringer System uses radio waves '-'rl.ch are
broadcast by existing transmitters, for example,
CClIlmrrcia1 AM stations. The E-PIIASE resistivity
survey technique is based en wave tilt measurements. The degree of fo=d tilt of the vertical
electric field vector is a functien of the resistivity of the earth do<n to a distance of the
skin depth penetratioo. of the radio waves. Fran
the magnitude of these resistivity values, the
nature of the surface and subsurface material can
be inferred. Dry, granular sediments yield high
resistivity values, whereas waterlogged sed.imm.ts,
being good conductors of electricity, will have
low resistivity values. The technique uses three
frequencies, very low frequency (VLF) at 18.6 KHz,
low frequency (LF) at 368 KHz, and broadcast
band (BCB) at 600 KHz, thereby allowing three
different skin depth penetrations to be made to
give inferences on the type and the thickness
of certain layers. In particular, the survey
was to detect sand and gravel strata.

FINDINGS FRCM ERTS SURVEY

,

ERTS was launched in July, 1972 by NASA
in the United States of llnErica. Within days
pulses broadcast by the satellite were received
by the Prince Albert Satellite Station (PASS)
in Canada using data supplied by NASA. The
station has a "quick-look" facility '-'rl.ch produces uncorrected prints in two of the four
bands received in Canada. The analog receptien
tapes are sent to Ottawa and translated into
digital tapes '-'rl.ch are then available to
research organizations, generally within three
nunths. CO the ccmputer tapes (ccr) each scan
line consists of 3600 data pulses. The pulses
are called pixels. A pixel represents the reflected light intensity of a ground area of
approx:il!late1y 60 by 90 IIEters. The reflected
light intensity values are divided in 64 digital
steps. A ccmputer program was written for an
IBM 370 =del 158 coo;>uter in Assembler and
Fortran to translate the
PDP-15 40 bit "","ds
into IBM'integer format. No attempt was made to
transfonn or to calibrate the data although now
that procedures are available, this could be done.

=

There are scm:. limitations in this technique
(Whiting, 1975), but the IOOst important in the
case of Big Quill Lake is the irrelevant background noise caused by the attenuatien of the
signal by the highly saline water. In order to
1eam >hether in fact the E-PHASE survey had
managed to receive geologic noise of significance
fran the surface level or fran below the surface,
geologic and physiographic ground true data were
ccmparad qualitatively. The sursurface sediments
found in 18 auger holes which coincided with the
ten flight lines, Figure 2, were ccmpared to the
E-PIIASE resistivity and apparent skin depth
penetration. All boles were found conductive
except one in '-'rl.ch the E-PHASE did not show the
sand and gravel. This may have been due to the
thinness of the sand and gravel and!or to the
cover of tIX>re ccnductive sediments or to a mre
conductive layer of water.

In this survey, both photographic frenes and

ccr ERTS

frenes were used. It was decided in
advance that analysis =uJ.d be made only where
photographic density chaoges o=red and >here
these areas matched the E-PHASE findings (Figure 2)
and where related to the geology drilling program.
In contrast to the latter two survey techniques,
the ERTS senses only the surface characteristics,
and these only in tenns of different degrees of
reflected light intensities. Therefore, it was
necessary to use an indirect indicator, which
=uJ.d reveal the presence of upwelling groundwater. It was thought that algae could serve as
an indicator as the gromdwater areas would
provide a nure favourable environIIEnt for algal
growth. It was further theorized that the
greater density of algae =uJ.d affect the reflected
light in such a manner as to be detectable by
ERTS at the scale of 1:26,000.

In the carparisons to physiographic features,
the E-PIIASE profiles matched the topographic
bottom contours (Figure 2) and such land features

as islands, peninsulas, raised beaches, glacial
spillways, old stream channels and salt beds even
when buried. A ccmparison was made between the
resistivity and skin depth penetration detected
over land and over water. The ccmparison sru:..ed
that over water the depth penetration was
shallower, reflecting the shielding effect of the
water. Penetraticn dropped by 50 percent in the
VLF frequency and by 25 percent in the BCB frequency. The skemess and kurtosis (Figure 2)
show that sharp peak ancmalies occur in both
bands above the small mean values. In other "","ds,
these peaks are statistically significant and
should not be considered as noise. Anything nure
than 3.6 IIEters (11.8 feet) skin depth in VLF and
1.2 IIEters (3.8 feet) in the BCB =uJ.d be significant. The en1y significant result of this
survey by itself was the discovery that below the

There are scm> limitations inherent in this
as inferred results are not as good as direct
observations. Secondly, tha magnitude of the
groundwater inflow may be too small, or the inflow
may be too dispersed to produce an area of lower
salinity. Thirdly, the temperature of the groundwater may not be advantageous to algal growth '-'rl.ch
may outweigh the advantage of lower salinity
ccmpared to the remainder of the lake.
Fran 24 photographic images, persistent
photographic density patterns were plotted
(Figure 2) and ccmpared to the E-PIIASE. Of the
ten centres of high photographic density, nine
were staiooary, while one located at the north
east peninsula appeared to be dynamically controlled or wind-induced. 1W:J fronts or sharp
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the E-PHASE survey nust have penetrated to the
bcttan in these ten locations, because there
the shielding effect of saline water is not
present. In other ,.,rds, the ten areas on ERTS
and the major zones of significant resistivity
values are coincident, Figure 2.

density changes occur north of the centre southern
peninsula. Maps, at the scale of 1: 50 ,000 and
1 : 26 ,000 in each band ..,re produced showing
quantitative light intensity using the ccrnputer
compatible tapes (OCT).
The 1:50,000 ERTS quantitative map was
constructed using a ccrnputer program to physically
match it to a Canadian National Topographic
Series 1:50,000 map. This was accomplished by
averaging first 2 pixels and then 3 pixels alternatively alcng a scan-line. Then adding each
of these average values to the next scan-line
in the s"",, marmer. The averaging routine was restarted every second line. A line print was then
made at 8 lines to the lncb. For colour composite
maps, the program picks 5 prominent levels fran
the histogram of reflectivity intensities. These
levels generally consisted of about 5 numbers or
intensities. For publicatioo purposes, these
maps ..,re photo-machanically reduced. The
1:26,000 scale map is a line print of each pixel
printed at 6 lines per inch in vertical coltmns
of 120 pixels.
Theoretical values of turbidity and chlorophyll, based on the ,.,rk of Bukata (1974), can
be applied to these maps (Figures 3 and 4) thereby
giving relative =bidity and chlorophyll. These
calibraticn graphs have been transposed fran
Lake Erie' so the values are not absolute for Big
Quill Lake and are only relative to allow physical
interpretations. To allow these graphs to be
used it is necessary to prove that whatever is
creating the dark ananalies or low reflectanoe
areas (OCT) is not sa=ating all ERTS bands or
causing cross-talk. A pixel by pixel cross
=elation program was written to analyze 6
different tapes for :independence be~ bands.
If the correlaticn graph of Bukata in Figure
3 is correct, then the ten ananalies cited are
due to the lack of turbidity and in Figure 4 are
due to the lack of chlorophyll. (he of the
anomalies is caused by dynamic events since it is
not always present and when it is, its frequency
distribution frar,. the cross correlation program
be~ !£S 1 and !£S 2 always has
nodes,
"",,,reas the remainder are only binodal when atlIDspheric dis=bances such as strong winds, cloudy
conditions or fog occurs.

=

To aid in interpretation, ttro consecutive
days were thematically mapped in five colour
intervals. Two of these intervals are shrn.n in
both Figure 3 and 4. These intervals were chosen
in each case to differentiate be~ the intensity
of the maj or portion of the lake compared to the
area with the least =bidity or the least anDUnt
of chlorophyll. This maans that ERTS is detecting
water at the surface which is not native to the
lake and which is not associated to atlIDspheric
events, but is in fact upwelling groundwater.
Therefore, it was the absence of algae that indicated groundwater upwelling.
With this discovery, it can now be stated
with certainty that the radiCMaVes received by

,

AIRBORNE INFRARED UNE-SCANNING SURVEY

The surface water temperature map shrn.n in
Figure 5a presents the results of the fourth
attempt to find the groundwater upwelling locations. The theory was that the survey '""Uld sbow
areas of groundwater upwelling as cold surfaces
during the SUIlIler. It was preferred at the
inception of the study to use Nimbus E or NOAA-2.
however, it transpired that these were not available as ccrnputer tapes.
The temperature map (Figure 5a) was constructed using an analogue computer at the
Canada Centre for Renute Sensing (CCRS), Ottawa,
to density slice only the water areas. This
represented one third of the full scale of six
possible isolevels. The scan lines were calibrated using an onbcard PRT-5 in conjunction
with a photooeter along a NADIR trace line to give
absolute temperatures. This map shows the satre
nine groundwater inflow areas inferred fran the
ERTS data. Saoo stream inflow areas also show
up as being colder than the lake. Two zcnes
of warmar water, 16°C stripes, are in line with
the prevailing wind direction, with saoo curvature, as they are part of a spiral. The warmar
water could be caused by algae which increase
the water tempera=e by absorbing solar radiation
(Strong, 1974), or by groundwater fran a deeper
aquifer. The !<nom aquifers at a depth of 12 to
15 Ireters and at 45 IIEters are ruled out because
the normal gradient of O. SOC/30 IIEters ,.,uld not
raise the tempera=" to 16°C fran a temperature.
of 5 or rc at 30 moter depth, unless heated by
exothennic reaction with a salt bed.
By canblning the results of the geological
drilling survey, the E-PHASE survey, the ERl'S
findings, and the airl>ome infrared survey, it
can be stated that in all probability there are
nine locations at which inflow of groundwater
occurs. These locations fran 6 ERTS fram=s cover
on the average an area of approximately 4 square
kilaooters (1. 5 mi 2) . It should be stressed that
by themselves none of these survey techniques
give sufficient data fran which to infer inflow
of groundwater fran aquifers into the lake at
particular locatinns. The final proof that these
nine locations are indeed the areas at which
groundwater occurs can only be given by drilling
into the lake bed at these locations and physically
measuring the flow, its temperature, and rate of
diffusion.
IV. SOIL ERffiICN AND DELTA BUIIDING
The recent ;.urk by Bukata (personal carm.u:U.cation) on the mirror image erosion of Point
Pelee and Long Point on Lake Erie appears to be
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releva1t to Big Quill Lake. It was fa.nd that
erosion and depositicn is cnly obvio..1s 00 infrared
imagery at two peninsulas on the ~t side
(labelled A and B in Figure Sa). Ca:Ipari.sm
be~ Figures Sa and 3 ('IUrbidity) sOO:.ts that
an area of cold water between t:re two peninsulas,
G, is an area of increased turbidity. This s~
that bottan water is IJPIooelling. Up<..-elling is
also occurring offsrore fran the t\,n peninsulas
at F and H. Since the three areas of asSlll2d
g:rtJ..Ir\dwter (p:dnts C, 0 and E) are offshore fran
these three shore effects (F, G and H), it is
possihle that t:re six zooes are related dynamically. ~ bottan rurrent w:lUld carry the
colder gro..nc:twater to srore, creating t:w::I
persistent cold areas (me above t:re SQ,Irce and
me at t:re sh:>re). It is also interesting to
see how remarkably similar the dynanics shor.n
in Figure Sb are to the surface t.E!qleratures
SOOl.n in Figure Sa.
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a::NCI.1EICN

Using three :ramte sensing surveys and
caIt'Uterized teclniques nine gra.ndw:lter sites
have been fowd. Di£ferentiaticn has been made
beOo.1een the gro...ndwater ~lling locaticns and
a dynanic spiral induced offshore fran a perrlnsul.a.
'llie erosion and depositicn of material beo.>een
t:w::I mirror image peninsulas has also been SOOl.n.
What is now needed is to be able to quantify the
results using ten grt:JJps, each with. t:w::I consecutive days to rreasure the diffusicn tnder different
atlIDspheric ccnditicn5, and, therefore, ueasure
the diffusicn using rEm:lte sensing.
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lDcaticn of the Quill Lakes Using an ERl'S P'mto in 1155 2 (Chalel 6) for Septmber 6, 1973
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Fig. 2. Electric Field flight Lines CNer The Zales of Grolndwater Inflow.
The table shows the range of values of the E- mASE fli8ht.s over the Wlter oo1y. 'nv! map
shcMs tre areas of higt'er skin depth penetratim are coincidei'it With the ElttS ananalies.
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Fig. 3. Relative M:!asuremmts of Turbidity, Septenber 5, 1973.
Transposing an exa:rple fran Lake Erie, tl£ o:::r map of quantative turbitity was
produced sfIa.rl.ng the major porti.cns of the lake with high turbidity with
pockets of little turbidity . At the centre of sane of these low
turbidity pockets the l~t value is Q and R. (FlU - Fonnazin Turbidity lhits)
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Fig, 4. Relative Measurerrents of Chlorophyll A, Sept:errber 4, 1973.
Transposing an exa:rple fran Lake Erie, the o:::r map of quantitative chlorophyll A was produced showing the general area of the lake with high ccncentratial. C:V. W, S) and ten centers
of lOW' ccncentratim (N).
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the relat i ve reflectivity scale of 63).
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